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Obelisk II, 2015 (left)
Stainless Steel, 84 × 22 × 18 inches

Obelisk I, 2015 (right)
Stainless Steel, 78 × 20 × 22 inches
Natured, 2015
Cast bronze, stainless steel, aluminum
Sculpture: 24 × 20 × 18 inches,
Column: 30 × 12 × 12 inches
Manifold II, 2012
Cast bronze, stainless
Stainless steel 75 × 52 × 64 inches,
In the first half of the twentieth century, mathematicians constructed topology as a general understanding of space in terms of properties of connectedness and invariance under transformation. In his current installation titled *Natured* at the Agenesys promenade in the Bergamot Station, Adam Berg uses the conceptual language of geometry to probe phenomenological forces of interaction via object-properties that are preserved through deformations, folds, and reflections.

The current installation of 4 sculptural works by Adam Berg at the Bergamot station, Agenesys promenade, is a probing into the invisible folds of what we assume as nature.

Berg’s work titled *Natured* (2015) consists of a hard, pock-marked rock (bronze cast) that appears to have been excavated from deep within the earth’s crust, or else landed here from outer space, and whose process of geological deposition was interrupted, mutated, and radically transformed: the rock gives way to crystalline shards of folded stainless steel mirror, an effect questioning limits and boundaries.

These works are temporal in nature. They are revealed to the viewer through movement, retaining the transient memory of forms and images in the environment which, segmented by the sculptural folds, emerge as a “live” transmission of sensations. In this way they dialog with media screens and news feeds that are continuously updated and yet retain equilibrium. Berg’s work asserts that the nature of sensation constitutes an irreducible experience that is not secondary to nature and/or cultural forms but rather defines—as if through a process of naturing—the very essence of perception of objects that are not outside or inside the world but which shape it. *Natured* is hence a sculptural installation muddling the laws of physics. Though one expects the gravitational heft of these objects to govern the space,
their form instead suggests a liquidity that is both material, visual and perceptual and emerges in time. Vacillating between the “natural” and artificial, the work assumes its presence as a given nature (natura naturata in the Latin) overriding its reduction to either being fabricated or retrieved from a found environment. It is Spinoza in his Ethics who introduced the concept of Natura Naturata as designating the immanence of nature as found or given: the modality of naturedness. Obelisk I and Obelisk II, (2015) are totemic stainless steel pillars that feel extra-terrestrial, pulling both earth and sky into their surface skin. Reflected forms are distorted, presenting altered states and multiple modes of seeing. Berg’s Manifolds series is the designative title of a set of stainless steel sculptures in which surface and volume are inseparable. These two intertwined spatial constituents mean that in Manifolds, the body is enfolded and reflected as an image; the viewer is engaged in movement around the sculpture, whose surface acts as both a mirror and a recorder of images. Such perceptual challenge is at the heart of mirroring, as the surface is simultaneously turned into a boundary and a limitless expanse. Its skin is both internal and external, both fluid and fixed, and can be described in the words of Merleau-Ponty as “the flesh of the world”, defining a membrane that is equally inside and outside of the “body” sculpture. Whilst some invisible folds are mutable depending on our gaze, some facets of the work remain invisible at each moment or angle of viewing. Via this new Topology, static ideas of “space as a container” are replaced by an understanding of movement-space, of multiplicity, differentiation and (at times, involuntary) inclusion.

Like crystals, origami, fractals, and other forms that oscillate between mathematical and organic orders, Berg’s Manifolds rely on equilibrium and self-similarity of structural growth. However, despite being based on sketches and drawings, these works are created by cutting, folding, welding and finally polishing sheets of metal in an extemporized manner. Though their geometric orientation appears automated, they emerge through tactile manipulation and not via computer generated algorithm. In fact, Manifolds are the sculptural events of processes of transforming, folding and improving drawings and ideas in metal plates. A manifold is therefore the visual translation of two-dimensional structures into a three-dimensional volume. Add to this the ever-changing surface of reflection and a fourth-dimension is incorporated: the passage of time. Since Manifolds’ oscillate between geometry and organicity, they invoke the tensions between precision and play, order and singularity and convey a sense of concreteness despite being geometrically abstract.

Manifolds can be conjured through:

The specular — at times, a Manifold act as the mirror of the surrounding or enfolding the world onto its “skin” engaging our perception with an ongoing illusion of what is mere reflection and what constitutes the actual piece as an object. Such perceptual challenge is at the heart of mirroring as the turning of surface simultaneously into a boundary and an overcoming of boundaries.

The volcanic — the flow (emotion, sensation) from inside resides in the two poles of entropy, law and high, and settles from the magmatic substance into a rock or forms its crystal lattice slowly through long and stable time spans. In works such Opus 2002 and Natured, the intertwining of the volcanic and the crystalline are attained as balancing forces between two arrested material flows.

The meteoric — the ‘thing’ (thought) from outside enters our world and captures our attention. Like a meteor “falling”, or, indeed “arriving” from outer space, Manifolds’ are neutral to their surrounding and yet traverse from “outside” into the visual perceptual and physical field.

The monolithic — the epiphany of the monolith as a sign and place, as in Kubrick’s Space Odyssey or minimalistic works such as those by John McCracken, are experienced as sculptural forms that manifest their inseparability as sign and place and like a mountain or a sea shore resemble an irreducible phenomenon into sign or into place.

The technological — somewhere between tool and image appear manifolds as utter conditions of visibility, like a drone that evade detection and targets other “sights” or “sites” of images. In Land Manifolds (with its two accompanying maps) the actual territory and
its cartographical model intercept within a single object: the map is not the territory. Manifolds are both territorial and cartographical at the same time. They, as sculptural objects, are both totems and models, thus being irreducible to a single view, resisting photography as a medium of documentation. Instead their cinematic dimension as “temporal containers” is explored through a video monitor—a screen which acts as a “space within space”, holding time parallel.

As with individual works in this outdoor installation, Natured unfolds as a choreography of spatial composition, revealing polymorphous angles and unexpected perspectives. Like a voyage through a distant yet familiar domain, Berg’s sculptures are imminent relics, folding under time’s long arm. They prevail as a mirror of contingent evolution and future archeology, simultaneously recording and transmitting our sense and limits of being human.
Opus 2002, 2001
Stainless steel, concrete and stained glass
Permanent sculptural installation at the Naftali Square in Tel Aviv University Campus

Land Manifold, 2010
Stainless steel and photo etching

Land Manifold, 2010
Stainless steel and photo etching
Endangered Spaces, 2012
Stainless steel and double HD video projections
Santa Monica Museum of Art

Manifold I, 2012
Stainless steel
Photographed in studio
2 Manifolds for Pier Paolo Pasolini, 2014
Stainless steel
Piomonti Arte Contemporenea, Rome

Manifold 5, 2014
Stainless steel, 48 × 32 × 11 inches
Manifold 3, 2013
Stainless steel, 59 × 38 × 12 inches
Edward Cella Art and Architecture at the Texas Contemporary Art Fair
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